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Abstract: Hot tears were frequently formed in Aluminum (Al) parts with complex structure. In this study, OM (optical microscope), SEM (scanning electron microscope), EDS (energy dispersive spectrometer), and FDM (finite difference method) were used to reveal the hot tears mechanisms in the casted AC4B Al engine. Shrinkage porosities with the size of 300–500 µm were found in casted specimens near the parts’ surface. Many cracked brittle Fe-bearing phase were also found in crack section. The secondary dendrite arm spacing observation in five typical positions showed that the cooling rate in position 5 was faster than that in position 1. The impropriety solidification sequence in position 5 and position 1 impeded the solidification feeding of position 1, and it might lead to casting defects or even casting cracks. Numerical simulation also showed that solidification sequence promoted casting defects, which was accordant with microstructure observation. Impurity may concentrate at position 5 during filling. It is concluded that large β-Fe intermetallics and improper solidification sequence together contributed to crack initiation in the engine.
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1. Introduction

In an effort to improve vehicle fuel efficiency, Al alloys have been increasingly used as engineering components in the automotive industry [1,2]. Al-Si-Cu series cast alloys were widely used as engine and engine blocks in the automotive industry for its good castability and excellent mechanical properties in ambient and elevated temperature [3,4]. The service performance of cast Al alloys components can be affected by many factors, such as alloying elements, casting methods, technological parameters, and so on [5–7]. Casting defects, such as hot tearing, embrittling secondary phases, porosity, and solidification shrinkage frequently cause performance deterioration in applications [8].

AC4B alloys is a typical Al-Si-Cu series cast Al alloy that has been used in engines for decades. When using as engine parts, AC4B alloys were usually manufactured by low pressure casting for their good formability, high corrosion resistance, and good comprehensive mechanical properties. The solidification of AC4B alloys occurs in a temperature range. The certain solidification ranges were influenced by compositions, processing parameters and so on. As the result, the occurrence of casting defects are sensitive to thermal gradients, solidification shrinkage, and filling flow [6,9,10]. Generally, a fast cooling rate leads to fine grain size and decreased dendrite spacing; the fine microstructure is a benefit to mechanical properties [11]. When the dendrite spacing become finer, the liquid films between grains will also become more homogenous and thinner, which can result in higher strength and ductility [12]. Casting defects have a great influence on material properties and product quality. The prominent casting defects in components would lead to premature failure.
in service [13,14]. To obtain a higher functional performance of an engine, some engine structure was quite complex. However, the complex structural design changed the heat dissipation and filling flow of components, which bring a great challenge in engine manufacturing. The same casting parameters may lead to a different microstructure and casting defects in different engines. Microstructure and casting defects have a great influence on service performance; thus, the casting parameters should be modified in different engineering components.

The newly designed casted Al engine has a specific complex structure, and hot cracks were frequently found in these engines in the same position. Studying hot cracks initiation mechanisms in these casted engines can not only improve products’ quality but also give us a further understanding of the relationship between components’ structure and casting defects.

In this study, the microstructure in five typical positions of engines were observed to reveal the microstructure variation during the casting process. Crack surface was also observed to study the crack initiation during manufacturing process. Numerical modeling methods were used to study temperature field and solidification sequence in casting. The microstructure and solidification sequence of cast alloys was discussed to evaluate the relationship of microstructure and crack initiation mechanisms.

2. Experiments

The materials used in this study were AC4B Al alloys. The chemical compositions of the alloys were measured by the optical emission spectrometer (SPECTRO, Kleve, Germany). The results were 9.26 wt.% Si, 2.89 wt.% Cu, 0.65 wt.% Mg, 0.78 wt.% Zn, 0.86 wt.% Fe, 0.12 wt.% Mn, and the balance Al. The Al alloy were melted at 800 °C, and the melt was stirred by high purity nitrogen. When the melt passed the chemical composition tests, the melt was transferred to a maintaining furnace (Sinfor Equipment, Foshan, China) and kept at the temperature range of 700–900 °C for refinement and degasification. Some hexachloroethane degasser (Nuoyu Chenistry, Jinan, China) was added to the melt and kept aerating with high purity nitrogen for 9–12 min; the rotate speed was 500–600 r/min. When the Al melt passed the final chemical composition tests, the melt were left to set for 10 min. Then the Al melt were casted by low pressure die casting. The casted engines were successively processed by decore, solution treatment, quenching, and aging treatment. Solution treatment was conducted at 490 °C for 4 h. After solution treatment, the engines were quenched to hot water with temperature of 70 °C within 20 s. Aging treatment was conducted at 240 °C for 4 h. The casted, quenched and aging treated specimens were chosen for microstructure observation. These specimens were cut into two parts, microstructure observation was carried out on the cross section in different positions. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical microscope were used for microstructure observation. The equipment for microstructure observation are ZEISS GeminiSEM 300 field emission scanning electron microscopy (Oberkochen, Germany) and Leica DM2500 optical microscope (Wetzlar, Germany). The specimens and positions that were selected for microstructure are illustrated in Figure 1. Five typical positions were chosen. Position 3 is in the button of the engine and position 4 is in the top of the engine. The casted, quenched, and aged engine were tested by eddy current inspection. If macro cracks were detected, then the crack area were cut off and specimens were broken into two parts along cracks for crack surface observation.
Numerical simulation of solidification and filling flow were carried out by Any Casting to help study the distribution of inclusions and gas in the casting process. The casting temperature is 700 °C, the temperature of the bottom die and upper die were 450 °C and ~300 °C, and the temperature of the side die and sand cores were ~370 °C and 25 °C. The material parameter of AC4B alloy is listed in Table 1.

**Table 1. Material parameter of AC4B alloy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Density kg/m³</th>
<th>Specific Heat J/kg k</th>
<th>Heat Conductivity W/m k</th>
<th>Liquidus Temperature °C</th>
<th>Solidus Temperature °C</th>
<th>Shrinkage of Volume %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC4B</td>
<td>2770</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

3.1. Optical Microstructure

Figure 2 shows optical microscope (OM) microstructure of casted and quenched specimens in position 1, position 3, and position 4, respectively. Since hot cracks were frequently found in position 1, and position 3, position 4 were at the bottom and at the top of the engine, Position 1, position 3, and position 4 were chosen as three typical positions. The secondary dendrite spacing of casted specimens in position 1, position 3, and position 4 were ~43 µm, ~48 µm, and ~20 µm, respectively. The secondary dendrite spacing of quenched specimens in position 1, position 3, and position 4 were ~44 µm, ~47 µm, and ~21 µm, respectively. Position 4 showed much finer microstructure than that in position 1 and position 3. It can also be found that solution treatment and quenching treatment almost has no effect on secondary dendrite spacing.
3.2. Typical Casting Defects

SEM was used to observe the casted microstructure. Five typical positions (position 1 to 5, as illustrated in Figure 1) were chosen for SEM observation. Casting defects were mainly found in position 1 and position 3. Figure 3 shows the typical casting defects in components. Casting defects in position 1 are shown in Figure 3a–c, and casting defects in position 3 are shown Figure 3d.

Figure 3a–c shows typical casting defects of position 1. The backscattered electron images showed that oxide was not prominent around these casting defects. It can be concluded that the casting defects in position 1 were mainly shrinkage porosities. The casting defects in position 1 were mainly caused by solidification feeding. Position 3 also had many casting defects; the morphology of observed casting defects in position 3 was slight.
different from that in position 1. The dark contrast in casting defects of position 3 indicated that many oxide embedded in position 3. These oxide in position 3 means the casting defects may result from inclusions and gas.

### 3.3. Crack Surface

Based on specimens’ inspection, macro cracks can only be found in position 1. The specimens that have macro cracks were cut into two parts along the crack and then were observed by SEM. The crack surfaces of casted specimens are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, there were two kinds of defects that could be seen in casted specimens. Casting flaws are shown in Figure 4a,b. Cracked big intermetallics are shown in Figure 4b–d. The size of the casting flaw is 300–500 µm, and these casting defects could only be found near the surface of specimens. While the distribution of big intermetallics was more random, big intermetallics with the size of ~300 µm embed in position 1 even far away from the specimens’ surface. The cracked big intermetallics with many cleavage-liked features, and the fracture surface of big intermetallics is more flat than matrix.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** The crack surface of casted specimens, typical casting flaws in position 1 (a,b), typical cracked intermetallics in position 1 (c,d).

Energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) map scanning was carried out on casting flaw areas in casted specimens, as shown in Figure 5. Inclusions and shrinkage porosities were two typical casting defects. The presence of inclusions often accompanied by lots of oxide, shrinkage porosities were always resulted from un-directional solidification and insufficient feeding of melt [15]. As a consequence, shrinkage porosities were always cavities and didn’t contain oxygen [16]. As can be seen in Figure 5, oxygen cannot be found in casting flaw areas. It means that the casting flaws in position 1 are shrinkage porosities [17].
Figure 5. The results of energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) map scanning in casting flaw.

3.4. Typical Intermetallics

EDS was used to study the chemical composition of bulk intermetallics on crack surface. Figure 6 shows the EDS map scanning results of intermetallics on crack surface in casted specimens. It can be seen that the crack surface of big intermetallics was more flat than other areas, the size of big intermetallics was about ~300 μm. The EDS map scanning results showed that the big intermetallics were mainly constituted by Fe and Mn element. Since the specimens were new-made, little oxygen element can be found on crack surface. As reported, there are two typical Fe-bearing intermetallics in AC4B alloy, one containing primary α-Fe intermetallics, and the other containing plate-shaped β-Fe [18,19]. The morphologies of Fe-bearing intermetallics are plate-shaped, polyhedral/compact or Chinese script. The size and morphology of Fe-bearing intermetallics were mainly determined by thermal history and chemical composition [6,20]. The primary phase were formed during solidification. It can be concluded that the formation of these big compound were related to casting technique.
Figure 7 shows the results of EDS point scanning in intermetallics of casted specimens and the elementary composition of four typical points. It can be seen that content of Fe and Mn element in point A and point B were much higher than matrix (point C), especially in point A. The big Fe-bearing intermetallics were feather-like or plate-shaped with high content of Fe element. These plate-shaped Fe-bearing intermetallics in this work were $\beta$-$\text{Al}_x\text{Fe}_y\text{Si}_z$ [13,21]. As reported, the Fe-bearing intermetallics play an important role in crack initiation. The plate-shaped $\beta$-Fe was the most detrimental intermetallic in crack initiation and weakened the mechanical properties [15,22–24]. The plate-shaped $\beta$-Fe particles impeded the liquid films’ free flow within the semi-solid structure. As the result, the casting feed was not sufficient.
Figure 7. The results of EDS point scanning of big compound in casted specimens.

The crack surface backscattered electron images of aged specimens were shown in Figure 8. As can be seen from Figure 8, big intermetallics could also be found in aged specimens, some cracks embed in this compound. The morphology of intermetallics in aged specimens was quite different from the Fe-bearing phase in casted specimens. EDS point scanning was carried out on the aged specimens, and the results are shown in Figure 8. From the results of EDS, it could be found that the big compound in aged specimens were mostly the Cu-bearing phase. Some Fe-bearing phase can also be found in aged specimens (point D). The Fe-bearing phase were not dominant in aged specimens, since aged specimens were subjected to solution treatment and aging treatment. The Fe-bearing phase dissolved into the matrix during solution treatment and led to the reduction of Fe-bearing phase in aged specimens [25,26]. Some bulk Cu-bearing phase can be found in aged specimens. In aging treatment, the Cu-bearing phase precipitated from supersaturated solid solution and resulted in the formation of these new phase. EDS results confirmed that these precipitated phases were mainly formed in aging treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>element</th>
<th>Point A</th>
<th>Point B</th>
<th>Point C</th>
<th>Point D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>32.60</td>
<td>79.43</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>41.86</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>12.51</td>
<td>15.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>5.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. The results of EDS point scanning of big compound in casted specimens.
3.5. Secondary Dendrite Spacing

The component structure has a great influence on the solidification process [8,14]. Inappropriate solidification sequence may lead to crack initiation during casting. Since the engine has a complex structure, optical microstructure of casted specimens in five typical positions (position 1 to 5, as illustrated in Figure 1) were observed. The secondary arm spacing was measured by Image J software based on optical micrographs. To verify the relationship between secondary arm spacing and casting crack, both eligible engine and rejected engine were chosen for optical microstructure observation.

Figure 9 showed the optical microstructure of eligible specimens in five positions. It can be found that all five positions showed typical cast microstructure with dendrite, and bulk compound was also found between dendrite. Dendritic spacing in five positions were markedly different. The dendrite in position 4 is much finer than the other four positions. The growth of dendrite is closely related to the cooling rate in the casting process.

The optical microstructure of rejected specimens in different positions were shown in Figure 10. Position 4 also showed the finest dendrite in rejected specimens. In comparison of the optical microstructure, there were no obvious differences between eligible specimens and rejected specimens. The dendritic structure observed by OM in position 4 is much finer than other positions that was in accordance with OM microstructures in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>element</th>
<th>Point A</th>
<th>Point B</th>
<th>Point C</th>
<th>Point D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>46.30</td>
<td>40.86</td>
<td>44.81</td>
<td>92.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>52.68</td>
<td>54.60</td>
<td>51.02</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9. Optical microstructure in different positions of eligible specimens.

Figure 10. Optical microstructure in different positions of rejected specimens.
4. Discussion

4.1. Distribution of Temperature Field

In casting process, temperature field has a great influence on microstructure and mechanical properties. Numerical simulation was used to reveal the temperature variation and solidification sequence [27].

Figure 11 shows the numerical simulation of filling process. As can be seen in Figure 11a, aluminum metal level converged at position 1 (schematic in blue wireframe). In the filling process, the melt flow together often promote casting defects such as air entrapment and inclusions. In Figure 11b, we found that the temperature in position 1 (blue wireframe) was slightly higher during filling. The high casting temperature gave rise to coarse microstructure. The characteristics of filling flow and temperature field in the casting process demonstrated that more casting defects and coarse microstructure indeed tend to generate in position 1 [28,29].

Since casting flows mainly emerged in position 1, position 1 was emphasized in numerical simulation. The numerical simulation in solidification process was shown in Figure 12. It can be found that the cylinder head was not solidified from component top to the bottom in sequence. Position 5 solidified before position 1. If position 5 solidified before position 1, the path for solidification feeding would be interrupted, as the consequence solidification feeding in position 1 was hindered. The insufficient solidification feeding promoted casting defects in position 1.
4.2. Solidification Sequence

The optical microstructure in different positions were shown in Figures 9 and 10; in these figures it could be found that microstructure were quite different in dependence on positions. The secondary arm spacing and solidification sequence of eligible specimens were shown in Table 2. In order to obtain precise secondary arm spacing, hundreds of secondary dendrite were measured for each position. It can be seen that the specimens in different positions had different secondary arm spacing.

Table 2. Secondary arm spacing and solidification sequence of eligible specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Statistical Magnitude</th>
<th>Secondary Arm Spacing</th>
<th>Solidification Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>4 5 2 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In casting process, the secondary arm spacing and cooling rate can be expressed qualitatively as the following equation:

\[ \frac{1}{d} \propto \frac{dT}{dt} = \frac{T_0 - T_t}{dt} \]

where \(d\) is the secondary arm spacing, \(T_0\) is casting temperature, \(T_t\) is solidification temperature [30,31]. From this equation, we can conclude that fast cooling rate can result in fine dendrite. The coarse dendrite in the engine is mainly due to improper cooling rate.

In this engine, the chemical composition of the five positions were almost the same, thus the difference of secondary arm spacing is resulted from the cooling rate. Position 4 has the finest secondary arm spacing with the size of 18.7 \(\mu\)m, whereas the secondary arm spacing of position 3 is 48.8 \(\mu\)m, which is more than two times of position 4. The engine was casted at 700 °C, and the variation of the secondary arm spacing in different positions means that the component’s structure indeed has great influence on the solidification process. During the casting process, the high cooling rate results in a low secondary dendrite arm spacing and more excellent mechanical properties of the Al components [32]. As shown in Figure 1, position 4 is on the top of the engine while position 3 is on the bottom. The cooling rate in position 4 is much faster than that in position 3; the fast cooling rate could lead to fine casted microstructure. Therefore, the magnitude of secondary arm spacing can reflect the solidification sequence. Based on secondary arm spacing, the solidification in sequence of eligible specimens was position 4, position 5, position 2, position 1, and position 3.

The secondary arm spacing and solidification sequence of rejected specimens were shown in Table 3. Although the optical microstructure of eligible specimens and rejected specimens were almost the same, it’s interesting to find that the secondary arm spacing of rejected specimens was slightly coarser than that of the eligible specimen (except position 2). Based on secondary arm spacing, the solidification in sequence of rejected specimens was position 4, position 2, position 5, position 1, and position 3.

Table 3. Secondary arm spacing and solidification sequence of rejected specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Statistical Magnitude</th>
<th>Secondary Arm Spacing</th>
<th>Solidification Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>4 2 5 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the casting process, the coarser casted microstructure was frequently related to casting defects and resulted in deteriorated mechanical performance [33]. From Tables 2 and 3, it could be found that in the casting process, position 5 solidified before position 1 in both eligible and rejected specimens. The engine was casted by low pressure casting, solidification feeding rely on melt in the lower part. If position 5 solidified before position 1, the solidification feeding of position 1 would be impeded, and it may lead to casting defects or even casting cracks.

As discussed above, the cooling rate and solidification sequence has a great influence on casting quality. Since the engine had a complex structure, the cooling rate was various in different positions that result in the unpredictable solidification sequence; impertinent solidification sequence could lead to casting defects [34].

4.3. Crack Initiation Mechanisms

Casting defects and intermetallics are two main factors that promote crack initiation in light alloys [5,20,35]. During the casting process in AC4B alloy, casting defects were closely related with casting techniques especially cooling rate. As discussed above, since the engine had a complex structure, the unexpected solidification sequence resulted in casting defects.
What was worse, these casting defects might promote crack initiation. In casting Al alloys, the plate-shaped \( \beta \)-Fe (\( \beta \)-Al\(_x\)Fe\(_y\)Si\(_z\)) was always considered to be the most detrimental intermetallic in crack initiation. The crack initiation mechanisms in the engine could be summarized in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Sketches of crack initiation during casting in position 1.](image)

Figure 13 showed the sketches of crack initiation in position 1. During the casting process, the solid-liquid interface converged at position 1. The improper solidification sequence impeded solidification feeding in position 1, and two interfaces’ interaction could cause air entrainment. As a result, casting defects emerged in position 1. Since the solidification feeding was hindered, the solidification contraction induced stress field in this region. Plate-shaped \( \beta \)-Fe precipitated in Al alloy. In the stress field, the elasticity and plasticity incompatibility between \( \beta \)-Fe and Al matrix lead to crack initiation in these regions. The presence of casting defects facilitated crack coalescence with each other in the stress field. Therefore, cracks were frequently found in position 1.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The microstructure observation and numerical simulation were used to study the secondary dendrite arm spacing and solidification sequence in AC4B casting components that had a complex structure, and the casting defects of the components were also observed. The following conclusions have been made:

- Little oxygen was detected in the casting defects with the size of 300–500 \( \mu \)m that can only be found near the surface of the components. Shrinkage porosities was one of the main casting defects.
- Fe-bearing bulk was found in crack surface, the cracked big compound with many cleavage-like features. The brittle Fe-bearing phase would promote crack initiation in service, and lead to deteriorative mechanical properties.
The secondary dendrite arm spacing in five typical positions were significantly different. The secondary dendrite arm spacing in position 5 is smaller than that in position 1. The variation of secondary dendrite arm spacing is related to cooling rate during casting.

Numerical simulation showed that during the casting process the cooling rate in position 5 is faster than position 1. Position 5 solidified before position 1. The solidification feeding of position 1 would be impeded, and it may lead to casting defects or even cast cracks.
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